[Behaviour of DNA-RNase A complex in the presence of formaldehyde].
A formaldehyde-produced fixation of defects caused by a despiralizing action of a protein was studied in the case of DNA-RNAase A complex. The concentration of the defects fixed was measured by kinetic formaldehyde method (KF-method). It was shown that following processes take place in the complex in the presence of formaldehyde: (a) fixation of defects; (b) unwinding of DNA; (c) inactivation of the protein. The rates of all these processes depend on the concentration of formaldehyde, phi. At formaldehyde concentrations above some critical value phic the protein is inactivated before the defects are fixed. At phi less than phic the protein inactivation proceeds more slowly than the fixation of defects; at sufficiently low formaldehyde concentration no inactivation of protein occurs practically during the fixation time (20 min). The number of new defects formed during the time of fixation is linear with the formaldehyde concentration in the region where no inactivation of the protein occurs. Therefore the initial concentration of defects can be determined through an extrapolation to zero concentration of formaldehyde. On the basis of the data obtained a method is proposed for the evaluation of the number of defects in DNA caused by the despiralizing action of proteins. A model is proposed describing the behaviour of the complexes of DNA with despiralizing proteins in the presence of formaldehyde.